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Submesoscale inverse energy cascade
enhances Southern Ocean eddy heat
transport

Zhiwei Zhang 1,2 , Yuelin Liu1, Bo Qiu3, Yiyong Luo1,2, Wenju Cai 1,2,4,
Qingguo Yuan1, Yinxing Liu1, Hong Zhang5, Hailong Liu 6, Mingfang Miao1,
Jinchao Zhang1, Wei Zhao 1,2 & Jiwei Tian 1,2

Oceanic eddy-induced meridional heat transport (EHT) is an important pro-
cess in the Southern Ocean heat budget, the variability of which significantly
modulates globalmeridional overturning circulation (MOC) and Antarctic sea-
ice extent. Although it is recognized that mesoscale eddies with scales of
~40–300 km greatly contribute to the EHT, the role of submesoscale eddies
with scales of ~1–40 km remains unclear. Here, using two state-of-the-art high-
resolution simulations (resolutions of 1/48° and 1/24°), we find that sub-
mesoscale eddies significantly enhance the total poleward EHT in the Southern
Ocean with an enhancement percentage reaching 19–48% in the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current band. By comparing the eddy energy budgets between
the two simulations, we detect that the primary role of submesoscale eddies is
to strengthen mesoscale eddies (and thus their heat transport capability)
through inverse energy cascade rather than directly through submesoscale
heat fluxes. Due to the submesoscale-mediated enhancement of mesoscale
eddies in the 1/48° simulation, the clockwise upper cell and anti-clockwise
lower cell of the residual-meanMOC in the Southern Ocean are weakened and
strengthened, respectively. This finding identifies a potential route to improve
the mesoscale parameterization in climate models for more accurate simula-
tions of the MOC and sea ice variability in the Southern Ocean.

Satellite altimeter observations in the past three decades suggest that
the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) in par-
ticular, has themostwidespread andenergeticmesoscale eddies of the
world ocean1,2. These mesoscale eddies with horizontal scales of
40–300 km are the oceanic analogs of atmospheric storms in
dynamics and they have been demonstrated to play a leading role in
the meridional transports of heat, salt, thickness, and other tracers in

the Southern Ocean2,3. It is the eddy transport together with the
competing wind-driven Ekman transport that jointly shapes the
Southern Ocean’s residual-mean meridional overturning circulation
(MOC)4,5. Given that large-scale fronts and their associated geostrophic
currents (e.g., ACC) are nearly zonal in the Southern Ocean, mesoscale
eddy-induced meridional heat transport (EHT) provides the key
pathway to take warmer water from subtropical to subpolar regions6,7,
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whose variability substantially modulates the melting and re-freezing
of sea ice around Antarctica8–10. Therefore, comprehensive knowledge
of the EHT processes in the Southern Ocean is a prerequisite for
understanding and predicting the variations of MOC and the Antarctic
sea ice.

In addition to active mesoscale eddies, recent high-resolution
observations have revealed that the Southern Ocean is also abundant
with strong submesoscale eddies (manifesting as fronts,filaments, and
vortices) with 1–40km horizontal scales11–13 (Fig. 1a, b). Because
mesoscale strain fields provide favorable generation conditions for
submesoscale eddies, their activities tend to be elevated at the per-
iphery of mesoscale eddies14 (Fig. 1a, b). Compared with the quasi-
geostrophic balanced mesoscale eddies with small Rossby numbers
(i.e., a measure of relative importance of inertia and planetary rota-
tion), submesoscale eddies have order one Rossby numbers and can
induce much larger vertical velocities in the upper ocean due to their
stronger ageostrophic nature15–17. Correspondingly, they result in large
vertical heat fluxes with magnitude even comparable to air-sea heat
fluxes13,18, leading to the possibility of significantlymodulate the upper-
layer heat budget of the Southern Ocean18–20.

Besides transporting heat vertically, the advection effect of sub-
mesoscale eddies can also generate meridional eddy heat fluxes (EHF)
locally in a way similar to mesoscale eddies21,22. Furthermore, sub-
mesoscale eddies can interact with mesoscale eddies via a mutual
energy exchange23,24 and may thus influence the mesoscale tracer
transport indirectly25. Although it is known that submesoscale eddies
potentially influence local divergence/convergence of heatfluxes, how
and towhat degree submesoscale eddies contribute to the total EHT in
the Southern Ocean (i.e., the circumpolar integral of EHF) is unknown.
This is at least partly due to the fact that resolving submesoscale

eddies over the entire Southern Ocean is still beyond the capability of
existing observations and most model simulations.

Here, we examine this issue by analyzing two state-of-the-art
global ocean simulations, with one submesoscale permitting (1/48°)
and the other only mesoscale resolving (1/24°). We find that sub-
mesoscale eddies effectively enhance the Southern Ocean total pole-
ward EHT primarily by feeding mesoscale eddies via inverse energy
cascade.

Results
Features of simulated eddies and eddy heat fluxes
In order to investigate the role of submesoscale eddies in the Southern
Ocean EHT, the 1/48° and 1/24° global ocean simulations by the
MITgcm (Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation
model) are used here18,26. The 1/48° simulation has a horizontal reso-
lution of 1–2 km in the Southern Ocean, which is not only able to fully
resolve mesoscale eddies, but also can to a large degree resolve sub-
mesoscale eddies therein. By comparing the 1/48° simulation-derived
large-scale and mesoscale quantities with the concurrent satellite
observations, we find that the simulation has accurately reproduced
the large-scale and mesoscale features in the Southern Ocean with
respect to both patterns and magnitudes (Supplementary Figs. 1 and
2). In addition, the existing submesoscale-resolving observations have
demonstrated that this simulation can reasonably capture the features
of submesoscale eddies in the Southern Ocean13,27. The above analysis
validates the performance of the 1/48° MITgcm simulation, which
therefore gives us confidence to adopt it in this study. With respect to
the 1/24° simulation, although it resolves mesoscale eddies in the
Southern Ocean, it does not resolve mixed-layer instability, a leading
generation mechanism of submesoscale eddies (Supplementary

Fig. 1 | Distributions of Rossby number and eddy heat flux in the Southern
Ocean. a SurfaceRossby number on 1 September 2012 calculated using the relative
vorticity divided by the planetary vorticity. b Zoom in on the black square in a. The
distribution of Rossby number suggests that the Southern Ocean is abundant with
bothmesoscale and submesoscal eddies. cVertically integrated total eddyheatflux
(EHF) in the upper-1000m averaged over the simulation period (positive for

equatorward). Both the relative vorticity and the EHF in (a, b, c) are calculated
based on the 1/48° simulation outputs. d Same as c but for the EHF difference
between the 1/48° and 1/24° simulation-derived results (the former minus the lat-
ter). When submeoscale eddies are better resolved in the 1/48° simulation, mag-
nitude of the EHF is significantly enhanced in the Southern Ocean compared with
the 1/24° simulation.
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Fig. 3). The detailed information and validation of the model simula-
tions can be found in Methods.

In Figs. 1a and 1b, we show the surface Rossby number on 1 Sep-
tember 2012 calculated using the 1/48° simulation (Methods). It can be
seen that the Southern Ocean is indeed abundant with mesoscale
eddies with scale of 40–300 km. They are characterized by O(0.1)
Rossby numbers and typically occur in the form of coherent vortices
and meanders. The activity of mesoscale eddies and thus their asso-
ciated velocity and temperature anomalies are significantly elevated in
the regions with strong large-scale currents such as the ACC, the
Agulhas and its Return Currents, and the Brazil Current (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2). Submesoscale eddies also occur ubiquitously in the
Southern Ocean. Compared with the mesoscale eddies, the scale of
submesoscale eddies is one order of magnitude smaller, and their
Rossby numbers reach O(1). The submesoscale eddies tend to occur
accompanying mesoscale eddies and their activities are particularly
strong at the periphery of mesoscale eddies (Fig. 1b). The concurrence
ofmesoscale and submesoscale eddies suggests that theymay interact
and exchange energy with each other, which will be addressed in later
sections.

Fig 1c shows the upper-1000 m vertically integrated mean EHF in
the Southern Ocean calculated using the 1/48° simulation. The EHF
here is the total quantity including contributions frombothmesoscale
and submesoscale eddies. It can be seen that the EHF is dominantly
negative in the Southern Ocean, suggesting net southward (i.e., pole-
ward) heat transports therein. The large positive EHF values mainly
occur in the Agulhas leakage region southwest of Africa where
detached mesoscale eddies (i.e., Agulhas rings) transport warm water
northward into the Atlantic Ocean28.

The spatial pattern of the EHF magnitude agrees well with the
eddy kinetic energy (EKE; Supplementary Fig. 4), both of which show
elevated magnitudes in the ACC, the Agulhas Current, and the Brazil
Current regions. Similar patterns between the EHF and EKE are con-
sistent with the turbulent diffusion theory that the eddy diffusivity, the
determinative factor of EHF, is proportional to the EKE29,30 (i.e.,
Ke /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EKE

p
� Le / EKE � Te, where Ke, Le, and Te are diffusivity, hor-

izontal length scale, and time scale of eddies, respectively). By com-
paring the EHFs obtained from the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations, we find
that magnitude of the former is significantly larger than that of the
latter. Specifically, their difference shows negative and positive values
in the southward- and northward-EHF regions, respectively. In the
large EHF regions, the magnitude of this EHF increase exceeds up to
one-third of the EHF itself (Fig. 1c, d).

In order to examine the respective roles of mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale eddies in the total EHF and its enhancement, themesoscale
and submesoscale EHFs (EHFme and EHFsm hereafter) are calculated
and compared (Supplementary Fig. 5). Spatially, both the EHFme and
EHFsm show similar patterns to the total EHF. With respect to the
magnitude, however, the EHFme is close to the total EHF and the EHFsm
is one order of magnitude smaller. This result suggests that the total
EHF in the SouthernOcean is primarily controlled bymesoscale eddies
and the direct contribution of EHFsm is limited. The above magnitude
contrast can be explained by the mixing length theory30 because both
the horizontal length and velocity scales of submesoscale eddies are
much smaller than those of mesoscale eddies14.

Submesoscale eddies enhance total eddy heat transport
Although submesoscale eddies’ direct contribution to the EHF is lim-
ited, it actually plays an important role in the total EHT in an indirect
ways. Comparing the EHFs from the twodifferent simulations suggests
that better resolving of submeoscale eddies as in the 1/48° simulation
not only better captures the EHFsm itself but also enhances the EHFme.
In particular, the EHFme enhancement is one order ofmagnitude larger
than the EHFsm, which therefore accounts for most of the total EHF
enhancement (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 5c, d). Comparing the

EHTs obtained through integrating the EHFs zonally give the same
conclusion (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 6).

Specifically, in the ACC latitude band between 40–65 °S, the
EHTme (total EHT) increases by 20–45% (19–48%) in the 1/48° simula-
tion compared with the 1/24° simulation. The ACC band-averaged
EHTs of the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations are −0.17 and −0.13 PW,
respectively (Fig. 2b), which means that including the effect of sub-
mesoscale eddies in the model can result in 30%more EHT southward
across the ACC. With respect to the EHTsm, it on average increases by
26% in the ACC band. However, because of its small magnitude, this
EHTsm increase explains only 3% of the total EHT increase there. In
other words, the remaining 97% increase of the total EHT is attributed
to the strengthened EHTme. Below, we show that submesoscale eddies
enhances the total EHT by energizing mesoscale eddies.

Inverse energy cascade governs impact of submesoscale eddies
Given that the magnitude of EHF is directly proportional to the EKE
according to the turbulent diffusion theory29,30, we examine the
simulated EKEs here to analyze the reason of the EHF and EHT
enhancement in the 1/48° simulation. To better understand the
respective contributions of mesoscale and submesoscale eddies, we
apply the same comparison analysis as the EHF and EHT to the EKE
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 7). It shows that the mesoscale EKE
(EKEme) is close to the total EKE and its magnitude is one order of
magnitude larger than the submesoscale EKE (EKEsm, Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Figs. 4 and 7a). This well explains why mesoscale
eddies play a dominant role in the EHF.

Fig. 2 | Latitudinal distributions and comparisons of eddy heat transports.
a Green, red, and blue lines denote the total, mesoscale, and submesoscale eddy
heat transports (EHTs), respectively. Results from the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations
are denoted using solid and dashed lines, respectively. Note that the submesoscale
EHT has been amplified by a factor of 5. b Averaged EHTs in the Antarctic Cir-
cumpolar Current band (i.e., 40–65 oS) with the colors having the same meanings
with a. Dark colors with solid-line edge and light colors with dashed-line edge
denote results from the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations, respectively. The rightmost
histogram shows the percentage partition of the increased mesoscale EHT (97%)
and submesoscale EHT (3%) of the total EHT increase. Comparisons of different
EHTs suggest that the better resolving of submesoscale eddies enhances not only
the submesoscale EHT but also the mesoscale EHT. The enhanced total EHT is
dominantly attributed to the mesoscale EHT enhancement.
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Similar to the EHFs and EHTs, both EKEme and EKEsm are sig-
nificantly strengthened in the 1/48° simulation compared with the 1/
24° one (Fig. 3b, c and Supplementary Fig. 7b, c). The increases of both
EKEme and EKEsm can also be seen from the wavenumber-dependent
difference in the kinetic energy spectra calculated from the two
simulations (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 8). As a result, the zonally
integrated total EKE increases on average by 25% in the ACC band, for
which 89% (11%) is explained by the EKEme (EKEsm) increase. The above
EKE increase and its partition (mesoscale vs. submesoscale) are gen-
erally consistent with those of the EHT increase. Our results demon-
strate that the enhancement of EHT in the 1/48° simulation is primarily
attributed to the increased EKEme (i.e., the strengthened mesoscale
eddies) while the direct role of the strengthened submesoscale eddies
is limited.

In order to explore themechanisms of the EKEme increase in the 1/
48° simulation, we perform a budget analysis for the EKEme and the
results are shown in Fig. 4 (also Supplementary Fig. 9). Technical detail
of this budget analysis is shown inMethods.We find that the baroclinic
conversion from available potential energy and the mesoscale-
submesoscale kinetic energy transfer (KTms) are the two largest
EKEme source terms in both simulations. The large and positive bar-
oclinic conversion is consistent with the knowledge that baroclinic
instability is an important generationmechanism formesoscale eddies
in the Southern Ocean, which feeds the EKEme through releasing
available potential energy31. The positive KTms term means that
mesoscale eddies obtain kinetic energy from submesoscale eddies
through an upscale energy transfer24 (i.e., inverse cascade). Both the
zonally integrated baroclinic conversion and KTms are prominently
elevated in the ACC core band between 45–60 °S (Fig. 4a and

Supplementary Fig. 9a–d), which well correspond to the energetic
mesoscale and submesoscale eddies therein.

The work done by wind stress is an important EKE sink, known as
“eddy killing” effect fromwinds32,33. In the 1/48° (1/24°) simulation, this
damping effect dissipates 31% (29%) of the EKEme obtained from the
baroclinic conversion and KTms in the ACC band (Fig. 4b and Supple-
mentary Table 1). The divergence of pressurework behaves as another
EKEme “sink” for the upper 1000m, which exports the EKEme to the
deeper ocean. But its mean value is only one-third of the wind stress
work in the ACC band. Except for the unknown parameterized dis-
sipation term, the remaining three budget terms, including the EKEme

tendency, advection of EKEme, and kinetic energy transfer between
large- and mesoscale processes, are negligible compared with the
aforementioned three large terms when areamean over the ACC band
is considered.

By comparing the EKEme budget terms from the two simulations,
we find that the most notable difference occurs for the KTms term. In
the ACC band, its mean value increases by 25% in the 1/48° relative to
the 1/24° simulation (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 1). This means
that with an improved resolution of submesoscale eddies, the upscale
kinetic energy transfer (or inverse cascade) from submesoscale to
mesoscale eddies becomes more effective. Although the mean bar-
oclinic conversion has also increased, the percentage of its increase is
only 14% and its amount of increase is 54% smaller than that of the
KTms. The relatively small increase of baroclinic conversion is due to
the fact that both the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations have sufficiently high
resolutions to resolve the baroclinic instability process in the vast
majority of the Southern Ocean, where the most unstable waves have
wavelengths larger than 50 km34.

Fig. 3 | Comparisons of different eddy kinetic energy in the Southern Ocean.
a Vertically integrated mesoscale eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in the upper 1000m
averaged over the simulation period from the 1/48° simulation outputs. b Same as
a but for the difference between the 1/48° and 1/24° simulation-derived mesoscale
EKE (the former minus the latter). c Latitudinal distributions of zonally integrated
EKEs. Green, red, andblue lines denote the total,mesoscale, and submesoscale EKE,
respectively. Results from the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations are denoted using solid
and dashed lines, respectively. d Annually averaged kinetic energy spectra

computed using horizontal velocities in the zonal 2000 km and meridional
1000 km box surrounding the center of the black square in Fig. 1a. The spectra are
averagedover the upper 50m.Red andblue lines denote results from the 1/48° and
1/24° simulations, respectively. Colored shadings represent 95% confidence inter-
vals computed using bootstrap method. Gray lines denote the k-2 and k-3 scaling.
The better resolving of submesoscale eddies in the 1/48° simulation significantly
strengthens the EKEme. Although submesoscale EKE (EKEsm) is also strengthened,
its increase is one order of magnitude smaller than the EKEme increase.
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Corresponding to the strengthened mesoscale eddies (i.e.,
EKEme), the negative wind stress work that depends on the relative
velocity between wind and sea surface current is also intensified. In
addition, the negative pressure work divergence and the remaining
three small positive terms also increase, but their increase amounts are
oneorder ofmagnitude smaller than thatof theKTms. In theACCband,
the increase of the above two negative terms is nearly offset by the
increase of baroclinic conversion and the three small positive terms,
which therefore cancel each other out in the EKEme budget (Supple-
mentary Table 1). The above energetics analysis provides strong evi-
dence that the strengthened EKEme in the 1/48° simulation is primarily
caused by the strengthened KTms, i.e., inverse kinetic energy cascade
by submesoscale eddies.

The above inverse energy cascade can also be inferred from the
flattening of kinetic energy spectra in the meso- to submesoscale
wavenumber range (i.e., length scales shorter than ~300 km) com-
pared with the k−3 slope as in quasi-geostrophic turbulence theory35

(Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 8). Specifically, due to the combination of
inverse kinetic energy cascade by submesoscale eddies and forward

enstrophy cascade by quasi-geostrophic turbulence, the spectral slope
is between k−2 and k−3 (k is the horizontal wavenumber) for the 1/48°
simulation, particularly in winter36. Note that although the 1/24°
simulation cannot resolve the mixed-layer instability process, it can
still resolve some submesoscale eddies generated by other mechan-
isms such as mesoscale strain-induced frontogenesis and horizontal
shear instability14. As a result, submesoscale eddies and the associated
inverse energy cascade are also observed in the 1/24° simulation,
although their strengths are much weaker.

Discussion
Our study has demonstrated that submesoscale eddies significantly
enhance the poleward EHT in the Southern Ocean. Although sub-
mesoscale eddies can directly contribute to EHT, the EHTsm itself is
one order of magnitude smaller than the EHTme. The primary role of
submesoscale eddies here is to enhance the mesoscale EHT (i.e.,
EHTme) by strengthening the mesoscale EKE via inverse energy cas-
cade. A schematic diagram of this submesoscale inverse energy
cascade-mediated EHT enhancement can be found in Fig. 5. Further-
more, we find that corresponding to the increased mesoscale EKE in
the 1/48° simulation, the clockwise upper cell (anti-clockwise lower
cell) of the Southern Ocean residual-mean MOC is weakened
(strengthened) compared to that in the 1/24° simulation (Supple-
mentary Fig. 10). Because the two simulations have the same atmo-
spheric forcing and thus similar wind-driven mean overturning
circulation, the above changes of MOC are primarily due to the
strongermesoscale eddy activities in the 1/48° simulation (i.e., EKEme),
which induce an anti-clockwise overturning that counteracts the wes-
terly wind-driven clockwise one4.

Because of their coarse resolutions, available satellite and in situ
observations cannot resolve submesoscale eddies and the associated
EHT process in the global ocean (or the entire Southern Ocean).
However, the submesoscale inverse cascade that energizes mesoscale
eddies as reported here has been demonstrated by localized in situ
observations in different regions17,37,38. In addition, the submesoscale-
mediated mesoscale eddy enhancement is supported by the compar-
ison between the 1/48° simulation-derived EKEme and those derived
from another four widely used 1/10° or 1/12° eddy-resolving simula-
tions (see Methods for model details). Partly due to the absence of
submesoscale eddies and their inverse cascading effect, the zonally
integrated EKEme from these four eddy-resolving simulations on
average accounts for 35–82% of that from the 1/48° simulation in the
ACC band (Supplementary Fig. 11).

The previous study has proposed a parameterization of EHTsm

that depends only on the mixed-layer depth and cross-front buoyancy
gradient, and which takes the form of an eddy-induced overturning
streamfunction39. By comparing the “true” EHTsm directly calculated
from the 1/48° simulation with the parameterized EHTsm based on the
1/24° simulation outputs (see the method in ref. 40), we find that
although they have overall similar magnitudes, their spatial distribu-
tions are quite different (Supplementary Fig. 12). The inadequacy of
this submesoscale parameterization is because it only considers the
mixed-layer instability and not the other submesoscale generation
mechanisms such as frontogenesis and horizontal shear instability14.
The submesoscale-mediated enhancement of EHT through the inverse
energy cascade, as described here, is not included in the prevailing
parameterizations in present climate models41. Given that the EHT
process significantly modulates the Southern Ocean heat content, the
MOC, and the Antarctic sea-ice extent10,42, parameterizing the sub-
mesoscale inverse cascade and its EHT effect in future climate models
is likely to improve the fidelity of simulations and their future projec-
tions. A feasibleway for suchparameterization is to extend the existing
mesoscale eddy parameterizations to include the submesoscale
inverse energy cascade43.

Fig. 4 | Mesoscale eddy kinetic energy budget of the Southern Ocean.
a Latitudinal distributions of the zonally integrated mesoscale eddy kinetic energy
(EKEme) budget terms, including baroclinic conversion from available potential
energy (BC), kinetic energy transfer between mesoscale and submesoscale eddies
(KTms), kinetic energy transfer between mesoscale eddies and large-scale currents
(KTlm), wind stress work (WW), and divergence of pressurework (PD). The detailed
definitions of these budget terms can be found in Methods. Solid and dashed lines
denote results from the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations, respectively. Differences
between the solid and dashed lines are marked using fill colors with the dark and
light ones denoting that the magnitudes are strengthened and weakened, respec-
tively. b Spatially averaged EKEme budget terms in the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current band (i.e., 40–65 °S). Results from the 1/48° (1/24°) simulation are denoted
by dark (light) colors with solid (dashed) edge lines. The abbreviations ET and ADV
denote EKEme tendency and advection of EKEme, respectively. Because of their
small magnitudes, the ET and ADV are not plotted in a. Compared with the 1/24°
simulation, the KTms, which is the largest source term in the EKEme budget, has the
most notable increase in the 1/48° simulation. Although the source termBChas also
increased in the 1/48° simulation, its increase magnitude is much smaller than the
KTms and its effect is nearly offset by the increase of the two sink terms, i.e.,
WW and PD.
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Methods
Model description
In order to investigate the EHT processes in the Southern Ocean, the
MITgcm LLC4320 and LLC2160 simulations carried out on a latitude-
longitude polar cap (LLC) grid are used18,26 (https://data.nas.nasa.gov/
ecco/). The LLC4320 (LLC2160) simulation has a nominal horizontal
resolution of 1/48° (1/24°), which ranges from 0.75 km (1.5 km) near
Antarctica to 2.3 km (4.6 km) at the Equator. Both simulations have 90
levels in vertical direction, whose grid ranges from 1m near the sea
surface to ~47m near the 1000m depth and to ~480m at the max-
imum depth of 6760m. The two simulations have the same forcing
fields and vertical mixing parameterizations.

Specifically, both of them are forced by six-hourly surface atmo-
sphere fields from the 0.14° European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis product and the 16 most
significant tidal constituents; their vertical mixing is parameterized
using the widely used Richardson number-based K-profile para-
meterization scheme44. Themodel simulation outputs are stored hourly
from 10 September, 2011 to 15 November, 2012 (14 months) and the
daily averaged variables are used here (to remove the signals of tides
and internal waves). For the 1/48° LLC4320 (1/24° LLC2160) simulation,
its effective resolution ranges from 8km to 4 km (16 km to 8 km) in the
Southern Ocean between 30 °S and 65 °S26, which is smaller (larger)
than the horizontal scale of the submesoscale mixed-layer instability at
the same latitude45 (Supplementary Fig. 3). Therefore, the 1/48° simu-
lation can to a large degree resolve the submesoscale eddies (particu-
larly those generated through mixed-layer instability) in the Southern
Ocean but the 1/24° one can hardly resolve them.

Given that horizontal scale of the baroclinic instability that gen-
erates mesoscale eddies is larger than 50 km in the Southern Ocean34,

both the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations can well resolve the generation
process of mesoscale eddies therein. The submesoscale permitting
LLC4320 simulation has recently been applied to submesoscale stu-
dies in various regions of the world ocean13,26,45–47. More details about
these two simulations can be found in Su et al.18. The model setup is
available at https://github.com/MITgcm-contrib/llc_hires/.

In addition to the 1/48° and 1/24° MITgcm simulations, to high-
light the role of submesoscale eddies, another four widely used eddy-
resolving ocean circulation realistic simulation products are used for
comparisons. These simulation products include the 1/12° HYCOM48,
the 1/10° OFES49, the 1/10° BRAN50, and the 1/10° LICOM51. These four
eddy-resolving simulations are different in several aspects, including
the horizontal and vertical grids, the atmospheric forcing, as well as
the subgrid parameterizations. The key similarity among them is that
they can all resolvemesoscale eddies but cannot resolve submesoscale
eddies in the Southern Ocean. Detailed configurations of these simu-
lations can be found in references 48–51.

Model validations
To evaluate the performance of the 1/48°MITgcm LLC4320 simulation
in the Southern Ocean, we compare its 14-monthmean large-scale and
mesoscale quantities at sea surface with the results from the con-
current satellite altimeter (including sea surface height and absolute
geostrophic velocity) and surface temperature data (Supplementary
Figs. 1 and 2). Here, these two satellite data sets are obtained from
AVISO (www.aviso.altimetry.fr/) and OISST (www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/
), both of which have 1/4° spatial and daily temporal resolutions. For
the large-scale process (see definition in the subsection “Isolation of
mesoscale and submesoscale signals”), both the simulated mean
kinetic energy and temperature show close distributions and magni-
tudes with the satellite observed ones (Supplementary Fig. 1). Simi-
larly, the surface root-mean-squared mesoscale velocity and
temperature anomalies (i.e., v’me and T’me) in the simulation also dis-
play similar patterns and magnitudes to the observed results (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2). For detailedmodel validation regarding the surface
kinetic energy, one can refer to Qiu et al. (2018) (ref. 46) and Yu et al.
(2019) (ref. 52) that compared the LLC4320 simulation with the satellite
altimeter or surface drifter data.

In addition, the simulation-derivedmesoscale EHF (Supplementary
Fig. 5a) shows a similar pattern to the previous satellite observation-
based results53, which provides another validation for the simulation
results here. In contrast to the large- to mesoscale processes, sub-
mesoscale observations are not available on a large scale at present.
However, the existing comparisons between the LLC4320 simulation
and some localized submesoscale-resolving measurements in the
Southern Ocean suggest that the LLC4320 can capture the basic fea-
tures of submesoscale eddies13,27. The above comparisons and analysis
demonstrate that the LLC4320 model can reasonably simulate the
large-scale to submesoscale processes in the Southern Ocean and thus
give us sufficient confidence to conduct this study.

Calculation of Rossby number
The Rossby number (Ro), which is defined as the ratio of inertial to
Coriolis terms in the horizontal momentum equations, is an important
dimensionless parameter to characterize the relative importance of
geostrophy. Typically, the Rossby numbers of mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale eddies are on the orders of 1 and 0.1, respectively14. Prac-
tically, the Rossby number can be quantified using the ratio between
the vertical relative vorticity and the planetary vorticity, i.e.

Ro=
∂v
∂x

� ∂u
∂y

� �
=f , ð1Þ

where u, v, and f are the zonal velocity, meridional velocity, and pla-
netary vorticity, respectively. In order to depict the simulated features

Fig. 5 | Schematic diagram of the eddy heat transport enhancement and its
mechanism. The abbreviations SM, MS, LS represent submesoscale, mesoscale,
and large-scale processes, respectively, whose separation scales are marked in the
horizontal axis. The ACC is short for the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The two
orange arrows denote the poleward enhancement of mesoscale and submesoscale
eddy heat transport (i.e., EHTme and EHTsm) when submesoscale eddies are better
resolved in the simulation. The other colored arrows denote the changes of the
mesoscale eddy kinetic energy (EKEme) budget terms in the 1/48° relative to the 1/
24° simulation, including kinetic energy transfer between mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale eddies (KTms), baroclinic conversion from available potential energy
(BC),wind stresswork (WW), kinetic energy transfer betweenmesoscale eddies and
large-scale currents (KTlm), and the dissipation term (DS). The red and blue arrows
indicate the terms making positive and negative contributions to the EKEme

increase, respectively. When submesoscale eddies are better resolved in the 1/48°
simulation, both the poleward submesoscale and mesoscale EHTs are significantly
enhanced but the former is an order of magnitude smaller than the latter. The
enhanced mesoscale EHT is attributed to the strengthened EKEme, which is pri-
marily fed by the increase of KTms, i.e., the strengthened upscale energy transfer
from submesoscale to mesoscale eddies.
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of mesoscale and submesoscale eddies, the Rossby number is calcu-
lated using the 1/48° daily averaged simulation outputs here.

Isolation of mesoscale and submesoscale signals
In this study, we define the 14-monthmean fieldwith a horizontal scale
larger than 4° as the large scale (i.e., ~190–385 km in the Southern
Ocean between 30–65 °S). After removing the large-scale signals, we
further define the perturbations with horizontal scales smaller and
larger than 0.5° (i.e., ~24–48 km between 30–65 °S) as the sub-
mesoscale and mesoscale signals, respectively. In another word, the
horizontal scale of mesoscale signals is between 0.5–4° (i.e., on aver-
age ~40–300 km). The isolation of different horizontal scales is com-
pleted using the corresponding low-, band-, or high-pass spatial filters.
Here, the 0.5° separation scale between meso- and submesoscale is
same as the LLC4320-based submesoscale study of Su et al. 18. The 4° is
chosen as the upper boundofmesoscales because the influence size of
an individual mesoscale eddy is generally smaller than 400 km in the
SouthernOcean2. Note that all the above scale definitions and isolation
are based on daily averaged data set, which has removed most of the
internal waves (the inertial period, the upper bound of internal-wave
period, is shorter than one day south of 30 °S). At present, the pre-
vailing climate oceanmodels with a nominal resolution of ~100 km are
only able to resolve processes with scale larger than ~400 km54. It
means that even the largest mesoscale eddies (i.e., 4°) cannot be
resolved by most of the present climate models.

Calculation of EHF and EHT
The EHF is defined as

EHFe =ρCp<T
0
ev

0
e>, ð2Þ

where ρ is the seawater density,Cp = 4000 J kg−1°C−1 is the specific heat
of sea water, and T′ and v′ are the temperature and velocity vector
perturbations, respectively. Here, the subscript “e” denotes the
mesoscale or submesoscale component, and the bracket denotes 4° or
0.5° spatial running mean based on the calculation object. Given that
the EHFe vector contains both rotational and divergent components
but the former does not contribute to the net heat transport, we only
retain the divergent EHFe through applying the Helmholtz decom-
position. Because we are concerned only with the vertically integrated
meridional EHF, if not specified, the terms EHFme and EHFsm refer only
to the meridional and divergent part of the corresponding EHFe inte-
grated over the upper 1000m.The termEHF is used to denote the sum
of EHFme and EHFsm.

Based on the EHFme and EHFsm, the corresponding EHT across
each latitude is obtained through a circular zonal integral. Here, the
reasons why we only focus on the upper 1000m are twofold. First, the
averaged EHT in the Southern Ocean accounts for ~80% of the total
one integrated over the whole water column of the model (i.e.,
6760m). Second, including levels below 1000m will result in large
errors due to topography contamination in the spatial filters (parti-
cularly, for the EKE budget). In a similar way, themeridional large-scale
mean heat transport can also be calculated.

EKE budget analysis
The EKEme budget is analyzed based on the vertically integrated EKE
budget equation that simultaneously considers mesoscale’s interac-
tions with both large scale and submesoscales. If we decompose the
variable A into A=A+A0 +A*, where overbar, prime, and star denote
large-, meso- and submesoscale component, respectively, the EKE
budget equation for mesoscale can be written as follows55.

∂
∂t

R
EKEmedz = � R

v � ∇EKEmedz �
R
∇ � v0p0dz � R

gw0ρ0dz

� R
ρ ∂ui

∂xj
u0
iu

0
j dz +

R
ρ
∂u0

i
∂xj

u*
iu

*
j dz + τw � v0top +DS

ð3Þ

Here, EKEme =
1
2ρðu02 + v02Þ is the mesoscale kinetic energy per unit

volume, p is the pressure,w is the vertical velocity, and Vtop (τw) is the
horizontal velocity (wind stress) at the sea surface; primes and stars
denote the mesoscale and submesoscale anomalies, respectively, and
overbars denote the large-scale (i.e., 4°) spatial running mean.
Physically, the left-hand term is the EKEme tendency (ET), and the
right-hand terms from left to right represent EKEme advection (ADV),
divergence of mesoscale pressure work (PD), baroclinic conversion
from available potential energy (BC), kinetic energy transfer between
large- and mesoscales (KTlm), kinetic energy transfer between meso-
and submesoscales (KTms), mesoscale wind stress work (WW), and
dissipation of EKEme (DS). The DS is a generic dissipation term that
includes contributions from bottom friction, turbulent viscosity, and
pseudoviscosity in the model. Briefly, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

ET =ADV +PD+BC +KTlm +KTms +WW +DS: ð4Þ

Based on the EKEme budget equation, each budget term is diag-
nosed using the outputs from both the 1/48° and 1/24° simulations.
The vertical integration is performed between −1000m and sea sur-
face. Note that because the parameterized bottomdrag and viscosities
are not contained in themodel outputs, we are unable to diagnose the
DS term directly and can only regard it as a residue in the EKEme

budget. After each budget term is obtained, they are further averaged
over the whole simulation period and spatially averaged (or inte-
grated) along each latitude or over the ACC band.

Data availability
The LLC4320 and LLC2160 simulation data used in this study are
available at https://data.nas.nasa.gov/ecco/data.php. The satellite alti-
meter data are downloaded from https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/. The
sea surface temperature data are downloaded from https://www.ncei.
noaa.gov/data/. Thedata used for plotting thefigures in thepaper have
been deposited in the Harvard Dataverse (https://doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/QWO84H).

Code availability
The code of the LLC4320 and LLC2160 simulations is available at
https://github.com/MITgcm-contrib/llc_hires/. Matlab 2018 was used
to plot the figures.
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